Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate a 20-fold improvement in acquisition time in projection reconstruction (PR) magnetic particle imaging (MPI) relative to the state-of-the-art PR MPI imaging results. We achieve this acceleration in our imaging system by introducing an additional Helmholtz electromagnet pair, which creates a slow shift (focus) field. Because of magnetostimulation limits in humans, we show that scan time with threedimensional (3D) PR MPI is theoretically within the same order of magnitude as 3D MPI with a field free point; however, PR MPI has an order of magnitude signal-to-noise ratio gain.
Introduction
Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) directly detects magnetic nanoparticle tracers deep in tissue with ideal contrast for diagnostic and interventional imaging procedures [9] . Such procedures could include angiography, cancer imaging, stem cell tracking, and biomarker imaging [2, 3, 34, 38] . The optimal MPI hardware configuration to enable these applications remains an open question. There are several proposed modes of MPI scanning, including threedimensional (3D) field free point (FFP) scanning [9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 37, 41] , single-sided systems [36] , 2D projection MPI (akin to X-ray) with a field free line (FFL) magnet [14, 22, 26] , and 3D FFL MPI [5, 21, 23, 25, 40] . However, the tradeoffs between these distinct scanning modes of MPI have not been explored yet. Hence, it remains to be seen which mode will be ideal for a particular imaging application, such as angiography, cancer imaging, or inflammation imaging.
MPI forms images of magnetic nanoparticle concentrations by detecting the non-linear magnetic response of a nanoparticle to applied magnetic fields. The key concept that underlies MPI is that a strong magnetic field gradient, known as a selection field, saturates magnetic nanoparticles at all locations except at the "field free" region of an FFP or FFL [9, 40] . An FFP selects a single point, while an FFL selects a line in space. To produce a signal, an excitation electromagnet creates a rapidly time-varying homogenous magnetic field, known as a drive field, that rapidly moves the FFP or FFL. When the FFP or FFL passes over a magnetic nanoparticle, the nanoparticle magnetization changes in a non-linear manner and induces a signal in a receiver coil. Unfortunately, the spatial region that the FFP or FFL can move using only the drive field is limited by magnetostimulation limits [35] . To enable scanning large regions of interest, we add slowly varying homogenous magnetic fields [12, 37] , sometimes called focus fields.
In previous work, we presented the first experimental 3D images with an FFL using our first-generation projection reconstruction (PR) MPI imager [24, 25] . The relationship between 2D projection imaging and 3D PR imaging with an FFL is analogous to the relationship between X-ray imaging and computed tomography (CT). As described schematically in Figure 1 , our 3D PR MPI imager acquires "parallel-beam" projection images at various angles, while the nanoparticle sample (or equivalently the magnet) is rotated around the z-axis. Subsequently, a filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm reconstructs 3D images of the nanoparticle distribution. Our first-generation 3D PR imager used slow mechanical movement in two dimensions: a z-axis translation stage (down the bore) and a motor-driven rotary table to allow rotated projections. The mechanical inertia of these stages severely limited the imaging speed of the system. Consequently, the fastest previously reported acquisition of a mouse-sized (6 cm × 12 cm) tomographic image required approximately 39 min.
In this work, we begin with both theory and experimental evidence that demonstrate advantages of 3D PR for human applications. In short, PR MPI has an order of magnitude signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) boost and is not significantly slower than 3D point scanning when human safety limits are imposed. We then demonstrate rapid PR MPI by implementing hardware changes to our current system and developing a fast PR MPI pulse sequence. The hardware was modified to enable slow movement of the FFL along the z-axis by introducing a pair of slow shift (or focus field) electromagnets in addition to the existing translation stage. We also designed and implemented the necessary amplifiers, filters, controllers, and software to drive the z shift coils and reconstruct images using them. To allow faster imaging, we improved the x slow shift electromagnet power matching. The receive coil has been redesigned and fabricated to extend the sensitive region from 7 to 10 cm. We then developed a PR MPI pulse sequence to drive the updated hardware. In this modified setup, the imaging speed is limited by the amplifier output voltage limits and the inductance of the slow field shift electromagnets. With these changes, the system acquires a full 3D image in < 2 min, demonstrating a 20-fold speed improvement over our previous mechanically limited imaging system [25] .
Theory

Signal-to-noise ratio of PR MPI
It is well known [30, 31] that CT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) typically have a N SNR advantage over Figure 1 Rapid 3D imaging sequence in the sample coordinate system (x′, y′, z′). Multiple 2D projection images are acquired with electronic translation of the FFL. These images are taken sequentially at various angles (θ 1 , θ 2 , …, θ N ) using mechanical rotation of the sample around the z-axis with a rotary stage. Accelerated imaging via FFL motion with time-varying slow shift magnetic fields enables acquisition of rapid tomographic 3D images in < 2 min across a relatively large FOV.
point scanning methods (like ultrasound imaging), where N is the number of projections or the number of frequency space (k-space) samples acquired. 3D MPI with an FFP is fundamentally a point scanning technique; thus, the SNR of one pixel does not increase with the number of pixels scanned. The concept of an FFL was introduced in MPI to take advantage of an SNR gain created due to averaging when each imaging location is acquired multiple times via a shifted and rotated FFL [40] . While imaging times are similar, the resulting SNR of a 3D PR image is an order of magnitude higher than a 3D FFP image.
The major tradeoff with PR and frequency space (k-space) scanning methods as opposed to point scanning methods is the need to avoid spatial aliasing. In 3D FFP scanning, we can simply scan a subject with no fear of aliasing from outside the selected region. This is not the case with 3D PR, as aliasing can appear in the resulting image due to undersampling. Fortunately, it is well known that we can prevent aliasing simply by ensuring that the number of projections adheres to the Nyquist sampling rate:
where N is the number of projections, FOV x,y is the maximum FOV in the xy plane, and K max is the maximum radial spatial frequency of the system [25] . Contrasting a PR MPI system and a 3D FFP system with identical noise characteristics, scan time, resolution, pulse sequence, and selection field gradient strength, the SNR relationship can be described as
where C depends on the interpolation and filtering used during FBP (see Appendix 1) . We have measured a C of ~0.4 experimentally, and we have seen a C value of 1.1 in theory and simulation. In addition, as we describe next, this SNR improvement comes with a scan time that is in the same order of magnitude as that of a 3D FFP system.
MPI imaging time
Intuitively, we note that the imaging time for 3D PR imaging and 3D FFP imaging will be equal when the number of projections acquired is equal to the number of slices in the 3D image volume. This is because each slice in 3D FFP MPI and each 2D projection in 3D PR MPI require the same acquisition time assuming planar FFP acquisition trajectories. 
where full-width-at-half-maximum resolution, and β is a factor ( > 1) determining the overlap extent of the pFOVs required for baseline recovery [28] . N s is the number of slices in 3D FFP imaging, and N is the number of projections acquired in 3D PR imaging.
Using the above equations, we calculate the imaging times for a number of gradient strengths. As one of the first human applications for MPI may be angiography in the heart or the brain, we assume a (10 cm) 3 FOV. This FOV would be a reasonable (minimal) FOV for both anatomical regions. A 1-mm native (i.e., no deconvolution) resolution using Resovist tracer (with a 17-nm effective mean core diameter) requires a 10 T/m magnetic field gradient in x, y, and z [11, 12, 32] . Our calculations use a theoretical isotropic gradient for the FFP system to allow a direct imaging time comparison with FFL systems. We assume the fastest case of no pFOV overlap during scanning (i.e., β = 1), and a maximum amplitude drive field strength of 7 mT in the human heart [35] . With the above parameters, the total imaging time can be estimated as T 2D ≈3.6 s for a single slice and T 3D,ffp ≈260 s for the entire volume. In Table 1 , we compare these imaging times with those of decreased gradient strengths. As seen in this table, the scan time increases as the square (2D imaging) or the cube (3D imaging) of improving image resolution. This tradeoff is similar to the scan time versus system resolution tradeoff in MRI.
In Table 1 , we also compare imaging times of 3D PR systems with an FFL. At a native resolution of Δ x = 1 mm, we calculate
Thus, for 1 mm resolution and a (10 cm) 3 FOV, we must acquire at least 158 projections to avoid aliasing. With T 2D ≈3.6 s for a single projection, the total imaging time is T 3D,pr ≈560 s. The imaging times for decreased gradient strength cases are calculated similarly, and are listed in Table 1 . We see that the imaging times for 3D PR are within the same order of magnitude of the 3D FFP imager.
Methods
In this section, we describe a technique to rapidly acquire large 3D FOVs using PR with sample rotation. The imaging speed of this experimental setup is limited only by the magnetic field slew rates of the system. This technique is general and can be extended to acquire images in human subjects, such that the imaging speed is limited only by human magnetostimulation limits.
3D projection reconstruction pulse sequence
We designed and implemented an imaging sequence for PR MPI that can be easily scaled to a magnetostimulationlimited sequence for human MPI imaging. This sequence has been modified from our previous work, which used no z slow shift movement and instead relied solely on z mechanical translation [24, 25] . Mechanical translation hindered imaging speed due to inertia and maximum 3 FOV, which would be a reasonable FOV for imaging the human heart. Note that the SNR of a 3D PR image is nearly an order of magnitude better than a 3D image taken using an FFP imager.
velocity limits of the translation stages. Here, we augmented our system to use z slow shift (focus) fields. The difference in imaging speed between the two techniques is dramatic; electronic translation reduces imaging times by over an order of magnitude. This improved technique is analogous to cone-beam CT, where the FOV is rapidly imaged in a projection format while the sample (or equivalently the magnet) is rotated slowly to acquire the necessary projections for a full 3D image. Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the imaging sequence. Two-dimensional projection images can be produced using solely magnetic translation of the FFL with x and z slow shift fields and a z drive field. The 2D FOV can be optionally extended along z using the translation stage. Following each 2D projection, the sample (or equivalently the magnet) is rotated using a mechanical rotation stage. The rotation time is small compared with the projection imaging time; implementing continuous rotation would improve imaging time by < 10% with our current experimental system. Figure 2 illustrates the FFL trajectory of each 2D projection. Figure 3 shows FFL trajectory waveforms that comprise the imaging sequence to produce this trajectory. We apply three simultaneous time-varying magnetic waveforms. The first, a sinusoidal drive field, rapidly scans the FFL in the z-axis. The drive field elicits the MPI signal. The triangular waveforms are slowly varying magnetic fields that move the mean position of the FFL along x and z. These slow shift fields allow coverage of the full imaging FOV. The optional z mechanical translation is used to extend the FOV along z. The final waveform in Figure 3 shows the angular control of the motor-driven rotary table.
In our experimental imaging system, the imaging speed is limited by the current and voltage slew rates of the driving amplifiers. In a human-sized system, on the other hand, the imaging speed would be subject to the human safety thresholds for the three magnetic fields (one drive and two slow shift). Because magnetostimulation thresholds are expected to increase with decreasing diameter of the sample, we currently operate well below the magnetostimulation thresholds for small, mouse-sized samples.
Exciting the sample with a more complex drive field (e.g., Lissajous sequence) would improve the overall resolution of the system [12] ; however, it would not dramatically change the imaging time of each projection. The imaging time is limited by the ability of the slow shift electromagnets to move the FFL across the full FOV for a human subject.
PR MPI imaging system
Our PR imaging system, shown in Figure 4 , contains an FFL constructed from permanent magnets, electromagnets for slowly shifting the FFL, a drive coil, and a receiver coil. The FFL permanent magnets were assembled from 12 NdFeB permanent magnet sections, where we created two large opposing permanent magnet assemblies, each containing six laterally stacked magnet sections with the same magnetization orientation. This created an FFL with a 2.3 T/m selection field gradient along the x-and z-axes, with the FFL oriented along the y-axis.
To slowly shift the FFL, we designed our system with two x-direction electromagnets (GMW 11901111, San Carlos, CA, USA) and two custom-manufactured z-direction electromagnets. We operated these electromagnets with two switching amplifiers (Copley Controls 234). For fast translation of the FFL, a linear amplifier (AE Techron 7224 or LVC5050) drove a resonant custom-built solenoidal drive coil at 23 kHz, through a high-power passive band-pass filter. For signal reception, we wound a receiver coil in a gradiometer configuration to cancel magnetic feedthrough from the drive coil while preserving particle signals. After the receiver coil, the receive chain consisted of a passive 23-kHz notch filter, low-noise preamplifiers (SR560 and SIM911), a 500-kHz low-pass filter (SIM965), and a 40-kHz high-pass filter (SIM965). Custom software Each projection image is produced through the application of slowly varying fields in x and z (in scanner coordinates), and a rapidly varying drive field in z. The signal is received only along the z-axis. 2D projection imaging does not require mechanical movement of the sample; however, the FOV can be optionally extended in the z-direction with a translation stage. Here, a sparse trajectory is shown for illustration purposes, while the actual scanning trajectory is considerably denser. (Mathworks Matlab, Natick, MA, USA) operates the entire system through two data acquisition cards (NI PCIe-6363, Austin, TX, USA). A one-axis translation stage with a rotation stage (Velmex, Bloomfield, NY, USA) was used to position the sample in the imaging bore and to rotate the sample during PR imaging. Figure 3 illustrates, in a simplified manner, the actual pulse sequence used for PR images acquired in the present work. Images acquired in Figure 5 used a pulse sequence with the following parameters. For each projection, we created an oscillating drive field at 23 kHz with a 15 mT amplitude, which produced a 1.3 cm z partial FOV in this system. A slow shift field along the x-direction, operated using a 15.6 Hz, 69 mT triangle wave, covered an FOV of 6 cm along the x-direction. Along the z-direction, the slow shift field was a linear ramp with an 85 mT peak amplitude, which covered a 7.5 cm FOV in 1. Figures 6 and 7 used the same pulse sequence with the following parameters. The drive field was the same as above, i.e., 23 kHz, 15 mT amplitude, and 1.3 cm z partial FOV. The x-direction slow shift field was operated using a 3.3 Hz, 58 mT triangle wave and covered an FOV of 5 cm along the x-direction. Along the z-direction, the slow shift field was a linear ramp with a 69 mT peak amplitude, which covered a 6 cm FOV in 3 s. No translation stage FOV extension was used. The total FOV was 7.3 cm along the z-direction. Twenty x-axis traversals were used to cover the entire 2D projection FOV. Forty projection images were acquired. The entire imaging sequence duration was 2.1 min. The final imaging FOV was a 5 cm × 5 cm × 7 cm cylindrical 3D volume.
Image acquisition and PR
Using Eq. (1) with K max ≈0.15 mm -1 and an FOV xy = 5 cm, 24 projections are necessary to avoid aliasing, and 29 projections are necessary for a 6 cm FOV. Note that we acquire 40 projections to oversample and maintain image quality.
With data acquired using the above pulse sequence, we reconstructed 3D MPI tomographic images using an FBP algorithm. At each projection angle, a 2D projection image was reconstructed using x-space reconstruction, and the baseline loss from each pFOV scan due to filtering was restored with a DC recovery algorithm [29] . We applied a receive coil sensitivity correction to each image based on a single calibration scan. Then, for all z-locations, the FBP algorithm was employed on 1D slices parallel to the x-axis in each projection image to reconstruct 2D images in the xy plane, orthogonal to the axial (z) direction. A full 3D volume was obtained by stacking the xy plane images in their corresponding z-position. After reconstructing an image volume, the 3D volume was exported in DICOM file format and imported into Osirix (Pixmeo, Switzerland) to create MIP and VR images.
Phantom experiments
To test the performance of our imaging system, we designed two phantoms to create 3D distributions of magnetic nanoparticle tracers. The first phantom ( Figure 5 ) was created by wrapping tubing (ID 0.8 mm, OD 1.4 mm) filled with 50 mm Resovist (9:1 deionized water and Resovist) (Bayer Schering Pharma AG, Berlin, Germany) around a cylindrical piece of acrylic with a 3.4 cm OD. The second phantom ( Figure 6 ) was composed of three joined layers of laser-cut acrylic sheets, with the middle layer containing a pattern filled with 100 mm Fe (5-fold diluted) Resovist nanoparticles.
Mouse imaging experiments
All animal experiments were performed according to the National Research Council's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory animals and approved by UC Berkeley's Animal Care and Use Committee. We prepared an adult CD-1 mouse (Charles River, Wilmington, MA, USA) for imaging by injecting 150 μl of 167 mm Fe (3-fold diluted) Resovist into the tail vein. The mouse was sacrificed 20 s post-injection, and imaged on the PR MPI system. Figure 5 compares the accelerated acquisition imaging below the slower original PR MPI imaging results. Each row shows photos of a helical imaging phantom adjacent to MIP and VR views of the acquired data set. Images of each helical tubing phantom are intended to allow comparison of image quality in both these formats and show the ability of the imager to accurately resolve continuous nanoparticle distributions in non-planar dimensions. Note how the VR images correctly show the overlap, which a projection would not show. The MIP and VR images can be rotated to any orientation. Note that the image quality and resolution remain very similar between the fast-and slow-scanning methods despite 20-fold speed improvement. We created a helical phantom by wrapping two pieces of 0.8 mm internal diameter (ID), 1.4 mm outer diameter (OD) tubing around an acrylic cylinder. We injected 50 mm Resovist (9:1 deionized water and Resovist). We imaged the phantom using the pulse sequence described in Figure 3 . The resulting dataset was maximum intensity projected and volume rendered in Osirix to produce the displayed 3D images. Top: total acquisition time: 39 min; FOV: 6 cm × 6 cm × 12 cm; 60 projections. Bottom: total imaging time: 1.3 min; FOV: 6 cm × 6 cm × 10.4 cm; 40 projections. Top row was adapted from ref. [25] . Note that the image quality and resolution are similar between the two scanning methods; however, a slight warping artifact is present in the faster dataset.
Results
In Figure 6B , we show two acrylic imaging phantoms. In Figure 6A , these two phantoms are shown in their stacked imaging configuration. Figure 6C displays two 2D slices of the reconstructed 3D image volume at the plane of each imaging phantom. An arrow in Figure 6B and C points to a diagnosed blockage (due to an air bubble) in the phantom that is visible in the corresponding image slice.
The results of the mouse imaging experiments are displayed in Figure 7 . PR MPI maximum intensity projection images from the top and side, as well as a sizematched photograph of the mouse, are shown. The mouse was injected in the tail vein with Resovist, sacrificed after 20 s, and immediately imaged. The Resovist tracer can be seen in the heart, liver, and the brain of the mouse. 
Discussion
While maintaining imaging quality, we have shown a 20-fold improvement in acquisition time of our PR MPI system with a new imaging sequence and new hardware. The images of Figures 5 and 6 correspond well to the tubing and acrylic phantoms. The excellent image contrast inherent in the MPI technique is evident in the post-sacrifice mouse images (Figure 7) , where no background tissue signal is present. The imaging sequence produces images that achieve the theoretical resolution of the system [25] .
Owing to non-linearity in the gradient and inhomogeneity in the shift coil, a slight warping artifact is visible in the 1.3 min MIP image of Figure 5 . This appears as a slight curvature at the edges of the image, were the edges appear compressed when compared with the center of the image. This artifact is similar in concept to the gradient warping commonly seen in MRI and could easily be fixed in post-processing, but we have chosen to show the artifact here.
Use of the mechanical extension slows the acquisition time if a large translation distance is chosen. Our current translation stage operates at a constant 9 mm/s. Thus, we can only extend the FOV by 1.6 cm in the 1.8-s acquisition time in Figure 5 . Future improvements to our imaging system include FOV, resolution, and software enhancements. Another potential improvement is continuous rotation of the sample, as it can decrease tissue inertial motion in animal experiments [10] . The z-axis slow shift coils described in this work are also capable of boosting the FFL gradient, which would enable higher resolution imaging (not shown). Alternatively, the FFL system could be redesigned with a higher gradient strength.
Similar to CT, where both cone-beam CT and helical CT exist, we see two paths moving forward in PR MPI. We compare electronic FFL rotation system designs to helical CT, which uses fast gantry rotation times (e.g., 0.28 s) along with a moving table scan [1, 4, 8, 27] . Unfortunately, a system with electronic rotation requires approximately double the number of magnets and power supplies as a system with mechanical rotation and cannot be built as a simple permanent magnet system. This is in contrast to the system presented here, which more resembles conebeam CT imagers that are more frequently seen in radiation therapy and interventional procedures, and less so in diagnostic CT. Cone-beam CT uses slow rotation times and obtains a large FOV with each projection image. Our PR MPI system uses a simple permanent magnet FFL consisting of two opposed permanent magnets. To produce a 3D image, we rotate the sample similar to micro-CT scanners [17, 19] . Alternatively, a gantry could be used to rotate the FFL magnets.
In MPI, the imaging speed of human-sized scanners will be limited by human safety thresholds; thus, there is no net improvement in imaging speed for large objects in going to a complex, rapidly rotating system with no mechanical rotation. From Table 1 , we note that each (10 cm) 2 projection image will take approximately 3 s in a highresolution system. This relatively long projection time will lead to slow gantry rotation times for large volumes. We also note from Table 1 that this approach will not significantly affect the imaging time compared with standard 3D configurations. Furthermore, the unique flexibility of this configuration can produce real-time small-FOV 2D projection images at any angle.
From Table 1 and Eqs. (4) and (5), we can make two other key conclusions. First, improving the native resolution of the tracer (e.g., resolution of 1 mm in a 5 T/m gradient) results in dramatic improvements in imaging times as a smaller gradient may be used to achieve a specific resolution. Here, we refer to the native resolution without deconvolution. Deconvolution can be applied to improve the resolution of the image with a tradeoff of exponential loss of SNR [20] . Second, even improving the resolution of the tracer by 4-fold, a significant challenge when using iron oxide tracers [6, 7] , real-time 3D full-FOV imaging of > 5 frames/s may not be possible at high resolution in the human heart (2.5 T/m, 4 s/frame). This is not to say that real-time imaging cannot be achieved, but that it just may require the development of new acquisition techniques such as ROIs within the FOV, adaptive resolution imaging, and cine techniques.
Currently, PR MPI is significantly slower than real time; however, there are many potential techniques for reducing the scan time for PR MPI. The most straightforward of these techniques is to reduce the number of projections, which would undersample the object near the periphery. For reasonable reductions in sampling density, the artifacts are typically benign. If any artifacts appear because of undersampling, they usually manifest as streaking artifacts to which radiologists have become accustomed.
Fortunately, it may be theoretically possible to perform true real-time imaging (10+ frames/s) in MPI in a 2D projection format [14] . We believe that projection imaging, or "MPI fluoroscopy", will be the standard mode of operation for angiographic applications using MPI. In the cases where 3D is required, the same imager can be used to acquire full 3D images by rotating the scanner around the bore. Further, such a hybrid instrument would have the added benefit of an order of magnitude SNR improvement.
Conclusion
We have presented a pulse sequence that theoretically produces magnetostimulation-limited images for PR MPI. We explored imaging speed theoretical limits due to magnetostimulation and found that PR MPI does not significantly increase imaging time over a 3D FFP imager. Furthermore, PR MPI produces images with an order of magnitude higher SNR for the same imaging time. We have experimentally demonstrated hardware changes in our PR MPI system and pulse sequence changes to produce images 20-fold faster. We acquired high-quality images of mice and phantoms with resolution that matches theoretical predictions. Moving forward, we anticipate that hybrid projection MPI and PR MPI systems will become the preferred MPI imaging mode because they will benefit from a combination of fast 2D imaging coupled with the option of high-sensitivity 3D imaging. 
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Projection reconstruction SNR gain calculation
We calculate the SNR gain of 3D PR with an FFL as compared to 3D imaging with an FFP with equal imaging time. Here, we assume that the two systems have identical noise characteristics, pulse sequence, resolution, and gradient strength. In a simulation study, Weizenecker et al. [40] noted that the SNR of a 3D PR image is approximately proportional to , N where N is the number of projections acquired. Here, we show how the SNR is affected by the FBP operation. We begin by calculating the noise variance of FBP:
where σ 0 is the standard deviation of noise per pixel assuming Gaussian random noise, k is spatial frequency, G(k) is the filter frequency response, φ is the angle in radians, and K max is the maximum radial spatial frequency of the acquired image (i.e., the total extent is 2K max ). Similar calculations have been done in CT [33] . Note that filtering takes place after discretization of the acquired projection images. Hence, the spatial-frequency domain is "normalized" such that the maximum frequency is one-half cycle per pixel, i.e., 2K max = 1. For a ramp filter G(k) = k, the noise variance becomes We then calculate the SNR for a PR image after FBP with a ramp filter:
where μ is the signal mean or expected value. Similarly, the noise variance in an image acquired with an FFP can be calculated:
Again, we used 2K max = 1. Thus, amplitude of both the excitation (drive) field and the slow shift (focus) fields.
The drive field in MPI is typically a ~25 kHz frequency sinusoidal field. Between 5 and 50 kHz, the magnetostimulation threshold in the human torso is extrapolated as approximately B th = 7 mT [35] . With a G = 10 T/m gradient strength, which will produce 1 mm native (i.e., no deconvolution) resolution with Resovist [11] [12] [13] 16] , the FOV can be calculated as FOV = 2B th /G = 1.4 mm.
To address the limited FOV coverage of the drive subsystem, slow shift magnets [12] or focus field magnets [37] are used. These slow shift magnets slowly raster the mean position of the FFP or FFL (see Figure 8) , expanding the FOV beyond what is covered by the drive field alone. In a system with slow shift magnets, the space covered solely by the drive field (with the slow shift field disabled) is termed a "partial FOV" (pFOV) [12] or "imaging station" with multistation reconstruction [37] . Slow shift fields also limit the acquisition time for an MPI system owing to magnetostimulation limits. The ICNIRP define a maximal magnetic field slew rate of 20 T/s for pulse durations longer than a couple of milliseconds [18] . As we determine below, the slew rate causes the slow shift fields to become binding constraints on imaging time in addition to the drive field.
Generally, the total imaging time, The total distance traveled depends on the type of drive field and slow shift field pulse sequences. Commonly, a linear or Lissajous trajectory is used for the drive field. These trajectories provide near ideal spatial coverage and are easy to calculate [32, 39] . The total distance traveled by the mean position of the field free region dominates the total imaging time assuming that (1) the time to cover the pFOV is nearly instantaneous, (2) magnetostimulation thresholds from the drive field and the slow shift fields do not affect each other, and (3) the pFOV is small relative to the total FOV (see Figure 8 ). The total distance is then calculated as Here, 2D refers to a single slice in FFP imaging or a single projection using an FFL, and 3D refers to imaging using an FFP. FOV i is the size of the field of view along axis i, pFOV i is the size of the partial FOV along i, p i is the number of pFOVs along i, and β is a factor ( > 1) determining the overlap extent of the pFOVs required for baseline recovery [29] . We can calculate the maximal size of the pFOV using the simple relation pFOV = 2B th /G [m]. Accordingly, the imaging time can be estimated as The Lissajous pattern is created with two sinusoidal drive fields and is slowly rastered through the field of view with two slow shift (focus) fields.
